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a page abstract (www.atmol.eu/) before November 

18th 2011. Accepted talks to be no�fied November 

25th, 2011. 
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AtMol, an ICT/FET European Project  

How to perform Boolean logic and more generally a calcula on using one single molecule or a sur-

face atomic scale circuit? A common answer is to design single molecule devices like rec�fiers, 

switches, transistors and cascade - interconnect them in a circuit using an adapted nano-scale wiring. 

This generally involves a classical (semi-classical) device design playing for example with quantum in-

terferences. Others approaches have also been explored like integra�ng the full calcula�ng circuit in-

side one molecule semi-classically or playing with quantum superposi�on (with or without using a 

qubits architecture) to perform the logic opera�on within the single molecule or the atomic scale sur-

face circuit. This workshop will bring together groups from all around the world which are working on 

the theory and design of single molecule or surface atomic scale circuit for logic gates applica�ons.  

Online abstract submission deadline: 

18th Novembre 2011  

Workshop registra!on deadline:  
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